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ABSTRACT
Are US Wages Really Determined by
European Labor-Market Institutions?*
This paper integrates institutionally determined wage rigidities into an otherwise standard
Heckscher-Ohlin model of international trade. It accounts for differences in individual
productivities and their implications for individual wage incomes and demand for education.
Although preserving the factor-price-equalization property of the global equilibrium approach,
the model does not support the view expressed by Davis (1998) that global equilibrium links
insulate the US labor market from exogenous shocks. It provides a foundation of the derived
from comparative studies that do not consistently account for the global general equilibrium
links.
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Introduction

In his much discussed “two sides of the same coin” hypothesis, Krugman (1995)
attributes the contrasting labor–market experience in America and Europe to
institutional differences. When faced with common exogenous shocks that raise
the relative labor demand in favor of skilled labor, countries with flexible wage
rates (America) should experience a rise in wage inequality, while wage inequality
should rise considerable less in countries with wage rigidities (Europe) at cost of
increased unskilled unemployment.1 Although Krugman’s argument is, in principal, based on a general–equilibrium model of international trade, the classical
Heckscher–Ohlin (HO) model, Davis (1998) challenges this approach as inconsistent with a global general–equilibrium approach. He argues that comparative
studies based on separate applications of the general–equilibrium framework to
different regimes of wage flexibility ignore the factor–price equalization (FPE)
property that applies in a global equilibrium context. Because of the global equilibrium’s FPE property, an exogenously given minimum wage in one part of the
trading world ties down all prices for goods and factors all over the world and thus
implies real wage rigidity for all countries producing a common set of goods. The
commitment of European labor–market institutions to high wages then fully protects competitive American labor markets both against global exogenous shocks
and against US–specific labor–supply shocks (like, e.g. immigration from Mexico). The link between national factor markets established by integrated world
markets for goods thus generates quite counterintuitive results that are rather
contrary to those from comparative studies.
The present paper develops a model that integrates institutionally set minimum wages into a global HO type model without generating Davis’ counterintuitive results although it preserves the global–equilibrium FPE properties.2 It
extends Davis’ approach by accounting for individuals with differences in produc1

Of course, Krugman’s argument is a bit more differentiated. Wage inequality increased
considerably in the US and the UK, whereas we observe more effects on unemployment in
continental European economies. For sake of simplicity, however, we stick to the stylized
America–Europe dichotomy.
2
Other authors (cf., e.g., Atkinson (2001) or Oslington (2002)) criticize Davis’ approach
because it implies FPE. They suggest alternative solutions to integrate unemployment in a
HO–type model that dispense with FPE. In contrast, the present approach preserves the FPE
property while at the same time confirming the results from comparative cross country studies.
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tivities both within and between different skill groups of labor. This generates
differences in individual demand for education and endogenizes the relative labor
supply.3 As long as workers are rewarded according to their individual productivities, this heterogeneity also disentangles the effective wage (the firms’ costs per
unit of effective labor input) and the hourly wage (the wage per physical unit of
labor). With minimum–wage legislation referring to the hourly wage (since this is
the only wage that can be fixed), an exogenously determined wage floor does not
tie down all prices. As a result, the present model preserves the results from the
standard HO model in a qualitative sense, and it extends them for unemployment
effects and endogenous adjustment of relative skill supplies.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 recapitulates the central argument
of Davis’ model which will be called “insulation hypothesis”. Section 3 analyzes
the effect of global market integration in a model with endogenous educational
decisions of heterogeneous agents. The model is applied to analyze the effect of
immigration in section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2

Davis’ Insulation Hypothesis

Davis considers two countries—America and Europe—sharing identical constant–
returns–to–scale production technologies. Each country produces two goods (X
and Y ) that are freely traded. Production uses two types of labor inputs, skilled
and unskilled labor. Both factors assumed to be indispensable in production.
Factor supplies are exogenously given in each country. The key difference between
America and Europe is in terms of labor–market flexibility. Whereas the US
market for unskilled labor is characterized by perfect wage flexibility, the unskilled
in Europe are due to wage rigidities (caused by, e.g., unions, explicit minimum
wages, or social security systems). The market for skilled labor is assumed to
be perfectly competitive in both countries. Finally, consumer preferences are
assumed to be homothetic and identical in both countries, with both goods being
essential in consumption.
The basic argument can be stated by looking at the production side of an
3

Davis and Reeve (2002) also extend the Davis (1998) framework by endogenizing the choice
of education. However, since they do not account for within–group worker heterogeneity, wage
rigidities still determine all prices as long as the FPE property prevails.
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economy. Assume that, at any common factor price ratio, good X is skill intensive
relative to Y . Denote the wage of unskilled labor by w, the wage of skilled labor
by r, and goods prices by pX and pY . Competitive cost conditions then ensure
that for each active sector price equals unit costs:
pX = cX (w, r) ,

pY = cY (w, r) .

(1)

With fully flexible wages and a fully diversified production structure, the zero–
profit conditions (1) determine factor prices (w, r) solely as a function of the
goods’ prices (pX , pY ).
With wage rigidities, however, the path of determination is different. Given
our assumption of homothetic consumer preferences, the unskilled workers’ real
wage is w/ẽ(pX , pY ), where the consumer price index used to deflate the nominal
wage rate is given by the unit utility expenditure function ẽ(pX , pY ).4 Normalizing
consumer prices according to pX ≡ p and pY ≡ 1, we can write that real wage as
z = w/e(p), where e(p) ≡ ẽ(p, 1). The zero–profit conditions then read
p = cX (ze(p), r) ,

1 = cY (ze(p), r) .

(2)

For competitive firms in both sectors to pay a minimum wage z, this wage rate
must be supported by an appropriate goods price p̄. Otherwise factor payments
either exceed revenues in the labor–intensive sector for any positive output Y > 0
(in the case of p > p̄), or the minimum–wage rate is not a binding constraint (in
the case of p < p̄). A global equilibrium featuring (i) diversified production
in both America and Europe and (ii) a binding minimum wage in Europe thus
implies that the terms of trade are uniquely determined by Europe’s minimum
wage. With perfectly competitive US labor markets, American wages are then
also determined by Europe’s minimum wage rate. The FPE property of the
diversified global equilibrium implies that American wages are fully determined
by European labor–market institutions.
FPE in the presence of an exogenously given minimum wage rate in one part
of the world implies that this minimum wage determines all prices for goods and
4

In principle, it is not necessary to distinguish producers’ real wages and consumers’ real
wage in the present context. This follows because fixing one relative price and assuming a
diversified production structure ties down all relative prices. In next section’s model, however,
setting a real minimum wage does not tie down all relative prices. In order to ensure consistency
of the exposition, we assume that minimum–wage setting applies to the consumers’ real wage
throughout.
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factors all over the world. Real wage rigidity in Europe actually implies real wage
rigidity for all countries in the world producing a common set of goods. Adjustment to exogenous shocks (such as exogenous labor supply shocks or integration
of newly industrialized countries into world markets) can then be accomplished
solely by appropriate adjustments of production quantities that are consistent
with fixed prices. The reason is that to support a given minimum wage w̄ under
full diversification, the unique equilibrium price is p̄. With homothetic consumer
preferences, any exogenous shock in the relative supply of goods on world markets has to be exactly compensated by sectoral adjustment in Europe in order to
support p̄. The sole degree of freedom allowing for the required sectoral adjustments is the (un)employment of unskilled labor. The commitment of European
labor–market institutions to high wages wholly insulates competitive American
labor markets both from global exogenous shocks and—even more surprising—
also from US–specific labor–supply shocks (e.g. immigration from Mexico) as long
as (i) the minimum wage is a binding constraint in Europe both before and after
the shock and (ii) Europe and the US remain fully diversified after the shock.5

3

The Model

3.1

Heterogeneous Labor and Effective Wages

The present approach reconciles the common view on wage determination and the
global general–equilibrium analysis. It develops a model that allows for integration of institutionally caused wage rigidities into an otherwise standard HO–type
model of international trade that does not generate the implausible results about
international wage determination or cross–country specialization patterns of the
Davis model.6 The basic difference is that the present model allows for heterogeneous labor and its effect on individual wage incomes. We start from the
observation emphasized in the empirical labor–market literature that individual
5

I suspect that at least most labor economists would disagree with Davis’ results. For
example, Borjas, Freeman and Katz (1997: 62) find that immigration into the US during 1980–
95 accounts for about a quarter to one half of the rise in wage inequality.
6
Cf. Albert and Meckl (2001) for an efficiency–wage based approach to introduce unemployment into a general–equilibrium trade model that preserves decisive properties of the standard
HO model.
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wage incomes differ because (i) individuals differ in their skill levels and (ii) differ
in their levels of innate abilities (cf. Taber, 2001). To capture (ii), we distinguish
between physical units of labor supply and effective units of labor supply. The
difference between labor in physical and in effective units originates in differences
in individual abilities.
The distinction between labor supply in physical units and in effective units
is the main difference between our approach and that followed by Davis, who implicitly assumes that individuals are homogeneous with respect to their abilities.
As a result, both effective and physical labor inputs and the effective wage (the
factor price of effective labor units) and the workers’ hourly wage (the wage firms
pay per physical unit of labor) are also identical in Davis’ model. In the present
model, however, the effective wage and the hourly wage are different. Since only
the hourly wage can be fixed institutionally, the effective wage is still free to adjust in the present model. But it is the effective wage that enters the firms’ cost
minimization problems. Denoting the effective wage for the unskilled by w and
for the skilled by r, competitive cost conditions are again given by (1). As in the
standard HO model with competitive factor markets, these conditions uniquely
determine the factor prices w and r as a function of goods’ price p:
w = w(p) ,

w0 (p) < 0 , r0 (p) > 0 .

r = r(p) ;

(3)

The signs of the partial derivatives in (3) reflect our assumption that good X is
relatively skill intensive.

3.2

Educational Decisions and Aggregate Factor Supplies

We follow Meckl and Weigert (2003) in modeling individual and aggregate factor
supplies.7 There is a continuum of agents. Each agent has some ability a ∈ [0, 1].
The density of agents with ability a is f (a). The mass of the density function
R1
is normalized to 1, that is, 0 f (a)da = 1. The composition of labor supply is
endogenously determined by decisions of individuals with different abilities. For
the moment, let us dispense with any form of institutional wage rigidities.
An individual with ability a can either enter the labor force as unskilled
thereby supplying (1 + a) units of unskilled labor and earn the wage rate w
7

In contrast to the present paper, Meckl and Weigert (2003) emphasize the impact of educational decisions on measured wage inequality in a HO–type model of a small open economy.
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per unit of effective labor.8 Alternatively, an individual can choose to spend
a exogenously given fraction λ of time in training to become a skilled worker.
Education is assumed to raise individual abilities. For simplicity, we assume individual abilities of skilled workers to be ba, where b > 1 can be interpreted as a
measure of the efficiency of the educational system. Thus, a skilled worker with
ability a supplies (1 − λ)(1 + ba) units of skilled labor and earns the wage rate r
per unit of effective labor. The wage income of an individual with ability a then
either is (1 + a)w as an unskilled worker, or (1 − λ)(1 + ba)r as a skilled worker.
An individual chooses to become skilled iff its ability is not smaller than some
threshold value t determined by
t(p) = {a : (1 + a)w(p) − (1 + ba)(1 − λ)r(p) = 0} .

(4)

Since both skilled and unskilled labor are indispensable in production, we must
focus on interior solutions t ∈ (0, 1) This requires 2/(1 + b) < (1 − λ)ω(p) <
1, where ω(p) ≡ r(p)/w(p). Furthermore, given our assumptions about factor
intensities, t is a function of p with t0 (p) < 0.
Individual education decisions determine the aggregate supplies of unskilled
and skilled labor (L and H) as functions of p. Factor supplies are given by
Zt(p)
L(p) = (1 + a)f (a) da ,

Z1

0
0

(1 − λ)(1 + ba)f (a) da ,

H(p) =

(5)

t(p)
0

with L (p) < 0, and H (p) > 0. As a result, relative labor supply h(p) :=
H(p)/L(p) is an increasing function of the goods price p. Full flexibility of factor
prices then ensures that L(p) and H(p) are always fully employed, implying that
h(p) also measures relative labor employment.
Suppose now that there is an institutionally set wage floor z below which the
real hourly wages paid in an economy must not lie. For simplicity, we take the
value of z as given exogenously. Furthermore, we assume that the wage floor
is sufficiently low such that minimum–wage legislation is not relevant for skilled
labor. With respect to the unskilled, however, the wage floor may be binding.
An unskilled worker with ability a receives a real hourly wage (1 + a)w/e(p).
Existence a real wage floor then requires
(1 + a)w(p)
≥ z.
(6)
e(p)
8

Note that we implicitly normalize working hours to unity.
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Given that w0 (p) < 0 and e0 (p) > 0, the constraint (6) is not binding for p ≤ p0 ,
where p0 solves
w(p) = ze(p) .
At prices p ≤ p0 , all unskilled have sufficient productivity to earn the minimum
hourly wage at the respective real return to effective unskilled labor w(p)/e(p).
With a binding wage floor, however, there are individuals with a productivity that
is too low to guarantee them a real hourly wage of z at the real return to effective
unskilled labor w(p)/e(p). Consequently, these individuals are not employed by
any of the firms. The threshold ability τ to become employed is then determined
by
τ (p, z) = {a : (1 + a)w(p) = ze(p)}
(7)
Our assumptions about factor intensities imply that τ is increasing both in p and
in z.
With wage rigidities, the aggregate unemployment rate amounts to
τZ
(p,z)

u(p, z) =

f (a) da .

(8)

0

The unemployment rate rises with z and—due to our assumptions about factor
intensities—is also increasing in p. Aggregate employment of unskilled labor is
Zt(p)
L̃(p, z) =

(1 + a)f (a) da ,

(9)

τ (p,z)

with ∂ L̃(p, z)/∂p < 0, and ∂ L̃(p, z)/∂z < 0. Consequently, relative labor employment h̃(p, z) := H(p)/L̃(p, z) is increasing in both p and z.

3.3

Equilibrium Prices and Unemployment

Consider a world consisting of two countries with free trade in goods and no international factor mobility. Both countries are alike in every respect except for
labor–market institutions. Labor markets in one country—Europe—are characterized by institutionally fixed wage floors. Labor markets in the other country–
America—are fully competitive. From our analysis in the preceding subsection we
get that, for any goods price compatible with (weak) diversification and a binding
7

wage floor, incentives to acquire education are identical in both countries.9 This
implies identical supplies of both types of labor in both countries. With no wage
rigidities in America, the supply of unskilled labor is fully employed there. Due
to the wage floor, however, Europe’s employment of unskilled is less than America’s. Consequently, Europe’s relative employment of skilled labor exceeds that
of America, while aggregate income in Europe is less than in America because of
unemployment.

Please insert figure 1 here!

Now we analyze the global equilibrium by applying the graphical technique
shown in figure 1. The downward sloping curve CC shows the relative demand
for goods as a function of p that is common to Europe and America (reflecting
our assumptions about consumer preferences). The upward sloping curve AA
depicts the supply of X relative to Y of the US economy. In contrast to the
standard HO model, an increase in p raises relative supply by two effects. In
addition to the usual sectoral restructuring in favor of X at given factor supplies,
the increase in the relative factor price ω additionally lowers the threshold for
acquiring education. Thus, the relative supply of skilled labor rises reinforcing
sectoral adjustments by a standard Rybcynski effect. In Europe that second effect
is stronger than in the US since an increase in ω additionally raises the threshold
τ , thus reducing the aggregate employment of unskilled labor even by more. As
a result, relative employment of skilled labor exceeds relative employment in the
US at any price that gives rise to a binding minimum wage. For all prices p > p0 ,
Europe’s relative supply curve lies to the right of America’s, and its slope is less
than the slope of the American relative supply curve.10
It is obvious from figure 1 that equilibrium autarky prices (determined by
the intersection of national relative demand and relative supply curves as pA and
pE , respectively) differ and hence international differences in institutionally set
9

This implicitly assumes that the parameters b and λ are identical for both countries.
In contrast, Davis approach implies that Europe’s relative supply becomes infinitely elastic
at p = p̄ (implying a flat segment in Europe’s import demand curve). All his relatively drastic
results are caused by this infinite elasticity.
10
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wage floors give rise to trade. The opening up of trade implies a striking contrast
between labor markets in Europe and in America. Suppose that p∗ is the price in
the free–trade equilibrium. In Europe, the rise in p reduces w and therefore drives
up unemployment (for a given z). In America, the decline in p raises w. In principal, these results are in line with that from Davis’ analysis: opening up trade
between Europe and America raises both American wages and European unemployment rates. The mechanism driving these results, however, is completely
different. In our model, it is the change in goods prices and the resulting changes
in factor prices that alter production structures, educational decisions, and the
impact of wage floors on unemployment. Basically, our mechanism is similar to
the well–known adjustment mechanism from the standard full–employment HO
model. The only difference with respect to the full employment version is that
quantitative reactions additionally account for (i) endogenous labor supply adjustments that are generated by a change in educational decisions of individuals
and (ii) employment adjustments from the change in the unemployment theshold.
Eventually, our results provide a sound foundation for the arguments made in the
comparative cross–country studies that have been criticized by Davis.

4

Shocks from the South: Implications for Europe and America

The insulation thesis stating that exogenous changes in world factor supplies
do neither affect American wages nor the aggregate global production quantities
is the most controversial implication of European wage institutions in Davis’
analysis. The present model shows that the general–equilibrium link does not
necessarily imply that the part of the world with wage rigidities has to bear the
complete burden of adjustment to exogenous shocks.
Consider immigration of unskilled labor from third countries into the US.
Suppose further that immigrants cannot acquire education in the US.11 Since the
decisions about acquiring education depend on the goods price, the non–migrants’
investment incentives at any given p do not change after immigration. Immigration, however, reduces the relative supply of skilled labor for each p, thus raising
11

Alternatively, one can analyze immigration of individuals at the bottom end of the ability
scale.

9

the difference in effective relative labor supplies between America and Europe.
This change in relative employment alters the US relative supply of goods in favor
of Y at any admissible price. In terms of figure 1, immigration shifts the American
relative supply curve AA to the left. Consequently, the new goods price supporting global equilibrium is some p0 > p∗ . Thus, we arrive at the results prospected
by empirical labor–market studies on the effect of immigration: Immigration of
unskilled labor into the US reduces the wage income of the unskilled there while
driving up the incentives to invest in education within the native population. In
Europe, the effects are identical with respect to wage incomes of the unskilled,
and about educational incentives. Additionally, unskilled unemployment rises.

5

Conclusions

This paper has shown that minimum–wage–income constraints can be introduced
into the classical Heckscher–Ohlin framework of international trade without altering the results derived form the standard full–employment version of that model
in a fundamental way. Contrary to what is expected from Davis’ (1998) analysis
of minimum wages in a HO–type model, wage rigidities in Europe do not insulate the flexible–wage economies like America from exogenous shocks by shifting
the complete burden of quantity adjustments to European labor markets. In
our model, each exogenous shock renders price adjustments that generate adjustments in national production structures for all trading partners. Nevertheless,
European unemployment does indeed prop up American wages. This is a consequence of national labor markets being linked by integrated goods markets in a
global economy. However, global general equilibrium effects do not equalize wage
incomes in countries with completely different labor–market institutions. Our
results and the mechanisms driving them are more in line with that derived from
comparative studies (cf. Krugman, 1995), thus providing a consistent common
framework for these results.
Our model also overcomes another problematic implication of Davis’ approach
concerning specialization patterns within European economies. In European
countries sharing wage rigidities, minimum wages are by no means identical.
But if minimum–wage rates differ between European economies, Davis’ HO–type
framework either implies that only the highest minimum wage is actually bind-

10

ing (with no unemployment in all other European economies) or that complete
specialization of production on the skill–intensive good occurs in all economies
with binding minimum–wage rates12 but the diversified economy with the lowest
minimum wage. This implication, however, is clearly contrary to fact. Only if
one allows for specific technological differences within European countries it is
theoretically possible that different minimum–wage rates are supported by an
identical goods price p̄ and diversification occurs in all countries. But this is a
knife–edge case of minor practical importance. Since in our model the minimum–
wage–income constraints do not completely determine factor prices, the model is
compatible with diversification in all economies irrespective of the specific value
of the minimum wage income.

12

This corresponds to the minimum–wage induced specialization patterns in a small–open–
economy version of the HO model discussed by Neary (1985).
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Figure 1: Determination of autarky prices

It is obvious from figure 1 that equilibrium autarky prices (determined by
the intersection of national relative demand and relative supply curves as pA and
pE , respectively) differ and hence international differences in institutionally set
wage floors give rise to trade. The opening up of trade implies a striking contrast
between labor markets in Europe and in America. Suppose that p∗ is the price in
the free–trade equilibrium. In Europe, the rise in p reduces w and therefore drives
at p = p̄ (implying a flat segment in Europe’s import demand curve). All his relatively drastic
results are caused by this infinite elasticity.
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